
PERFORMANCE, PACKAGED

Products and Solutions
P.E. North America designs, manufactures and supports Axon’s complete line of shrink sleeve, 
tamper evident band and stretch sleeving systems.  Axon’s shrink systems include high-speed, 
mid-speed and low-speed applicators and steam, radiant and convention shrink tunnels.  The 
applicators and shrink tunnels highlighted in this line card are configured into systems by Axon’s 
project engineers to achieve excellent results for every customer application.

AURORA® & AURORA® WIDE MID-SPEED SHRINK SLEEVE APPLICATORS

SLX HIGH SPEED SHRINK SLEEVE APPLICATOR

Aurora® and Aurora Wide shrink sleeve applicators are the mid-speed models in Axon’s 

complete line of shrink sleeve systems. Aurora applicators provide dependable, steady-state 

production speeds up to 400 containers or multi-packs per minute. Aurora applicators are 

offered in standard and wide film models which support large containers or multi-packs. 

They can be configured with a range of options to accommodate the requirements of 

multiple applications.

SLX shrink sleeve applicators are the high-speed, high performance models in Axon’s 

complete line of shrink sleeve systems. SLX applicators provide dependable, steady-state 

production speeds up to 800 containers per minute. SLX sleeve applicators are mandrel 

style machines that use servo motion control systems to deliver consistent, repeatable 

performance. Tool-less size changeover can be completed in less than 10 minutes depending 

on container sizes. When equipped with the optional thin gauge film handling system 

SLX applicators are capable of running the thinnest films available in the industry with no 

reduction in speed or efficiency.

EZ-STANDARD & EZ-WIDE LOW TO MID-SPEED SHRINK SLEEVE APPLICATORS

EZ-Standard and EZ-Wide applicators are the low to mid-speed, value priced models in Axon’s 

complete line of shrink sleeve and tamper band systems. EZ-Standard includes a series of four 

models that accommodate film widths up to 300mm (11.8”). EZ-Wide includes a series of three 

models that can accommodate film widths up to 900mm (35.4”). EZ-Standard and EZ-Wide 

applicators lead the industry with their price to performance profile.
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EZ-100HSX tamper evident band applicators represent an excellent value for high speed 

operations, especially where flexibility is required. It is available in single and dual head 

configurations to meet your production needs. These fully automatic tamper evident      

band application machines utilize minimal moving parts for high reliability and low 

maintenance. As with all Axon machinery, the EZ-100HSX can be easily integrated with 

existing lines, or Axon can provide a complete system including the applicator, conveyor, 

and heat shrink tunnel.

HZ-100 horizontal shrink sleeve systems are designed to apply shrink sleeve labels to small 

diameter, cylindrical products such as lipsticks, eye liner pencils, mascaras and lip balms 

that are not easily handled in a vertical position. The system includes a horizontal applicator 

with a static reduction system, an innovative after-tamp and sleeve centering station, an 

integrated compact heat tunnel, a roller conveyor that rotates product inside the heat tunnel 

and a discharge ramp for a gentle exit of products from the system. HZ-100 horizontal shrink 

sleeve systems are a proven solution for leading beauty and personal care product companies 

around the world.

HZ-100 HORIZONTAL SHRINK SLEEVE SYSTEM

EZ-150SL SHRINK SLEEVE APPLICATOR

EZ-150SL is a value priced, small footprint, low-speed shrink sleeve applicator designed to run 

up to 150 containers per minute. It was designed and developed for ready-to-drink beverage 

cans and it is widely used in the craft beer industry. EZ-150SL sleeve applicators are mandrel 

style machines that use servo motion control to deliver consistent, repeatable performance.  

Container changeovers are tool-less and require less than ten minutes. A stainless steel frame 

designed for beverage plant operations is standard.

EZ-100HSX TAMPER EVIDENT BAND APPLICATOR
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EZ-SRB shrink tunnels are the high performance convective heat models in Axon’s complete line 

of shrink sleeve tunnels. EZ-SRB tunnel modules are offered in 24” and 36” versions. Each module 

is a separate shrink zone and multiple modules are configured together to accommodate required 

speeds and shrink performance. EZ-SRB tunnels are an ideal solution for facilities that do not have 

steam generation capabilities. Their recirculating, digitally controlled convection heating system 

provides consistent, evenly distributed heat exposure capable of delivering required shrink results.

ThermoPoint® and ThermoPoint Wide steam shrink sleeve tunnels are the high performance 

models in Axon’s complete line of shrink sleeve tunnels. ThermoPoint steam tunnels provide 

three zone flexibility with the capability to independently set steam rates, heights and 

angles in each zone to achieve optimum shrink results. A single ThermoPoint tunnel can 

accommodate a wide range of applications and production speeds. For applications with 

high shrink requirements, high speeds, or challenging container geometries a dual tunnel 

configuration can deliver the required performance. ThermoPoint shrink tunnels offer toolless 

container changeovers and the changeover process is simple, intuitive and repeatable.

ThermoFlow® standalone steam shrink tunnels offer the high shrink performance only steam 

can provide with the convenience of an integrated, self contained steam generator.  When 

supplied with water and electricity, ThermoFlow shrink tunnel systems automatically generate 

high quality, low pressure steam and supply it to an integrated shrink tunnel. Nothing could 

be simpler. They are an ideal solution for plants that lack centralized steam generation 

capabilities but have shrink applications that require uniform steam heat. 

THERMOPOINT® & THERMOPOINT WIDE STEAM TUNNELS

THERMOFLOW® STANDALONE STEAM SHRINK TUNNEL SYSTEM

EZ-SRB CONVECTION HEAT SHRINK TUNNEL

SINGLE ZONE

DUAL ZONE
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For more information, visit us at www.AxonCorp.com or give us a call at 1-800-598-8601, and we’ll be 
happy to see how we can help you.
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ThermoRay® and ThermoRay Deluxe radiant heat shrink sleeve tunnels are the economical 

shrink models in Axon’s complete line of shrink sleeve tunnels. ThermoRay radiant heat tunnels 

eliminate the need for costly steam generation systems by using infrared heating elements with 

integrated fans for even heat distribution. They are ideal for low shrink applications and tamper 

evident bands. They offer flexible installation options including direct mounting to existing 

conveyors or on optional floor mounted stands. 

Styrotech ST-2650 stretch sleeve applicators are designed to accommodate a wide range of 

container types, shapes and sizes including large jugs and bottles. They deliver dependable 

performance at steady-state speeds up to 80 cpm. ST-2650 stretch sleeve applicators 

incorporate a three-axis servo motion control system that provides accurate, consistent label 

placement, on-the-fly speed changes and label height adjustments, and reduced maintenance. 

The three-axis servo motion control system and updated machine program enables the ST-2650 

to deliver steady-state production speeds over 100% faster than traditional pneumatic stretch 

sleeve systems.

THERMORAY® RADIANT HEAT SHRINK TUNNELS

STYROTECH ST-2650 STRETCH SLEEVE APPLICATOR

Shown With Optional Floor Stand

Styrotech ST-1550 stretch sleeve applicators represent the next generation of the popular ST-1500.  

Like the ST-1500, ST-1550 stretch sleeve applicators are designed to accommodate a wide range of 

container types and sizes including large jugs and bottles.  They deliver dependable performance 

at steady-state speeds up to 30 cpm. The ST-1550 features numerous component and design 

updates including a new frame that provides easier access from the side of the applicator, a  

more powerful Allen-Bradley PLC, a new 7” HMI, and an upgraded loader assembly. Styrotech 

ST-1550 stretch sleeve systems are a dependable, value priced option for low to mid-speed 

production requirements.  

STYROTECH ST-1550 STRETCH SLEEVE APPLICATOR
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